International Public Speaking Coach, TEDx Speaker and Best-Selling author Jason Teteak has taught more than one million people how to flawlessly command attention and connect with audiences in their unique style. He’s won praise and a wide following for his original methods, his engaging style, and his knack for transferring communication skills via practical, simple, universal and immediately actionable techniques.

Or as he puts it “No theoretical fluff”.

Jason gained recognition at EPIC Systems in the medical software industry, where he was known as “trainer of trainers of trainers.”

His book, Rule the Room: A Unique, Practical, and Comprehensive Guide to Making a Successful Presentation, was published in the summer of 2013. He has developed more than fifty presentation and communication training programs ranging in length from one hour to three days that serve as the basis for The Rule the Room Method.

In 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 he was named #1 Best Selling coach on Public Speaking for his on-demand video teaching tools that quickly took off for over 100,000 online students around the world. Teteak has flipped the model and changed the approach to great Public Speaking for even the most seasoned veterans.

Visit www.RuleTheRoomPublicSpeaking.com to learn more.